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 Handbook of Brand Semiotics George Rossolatos (ed.) 9 783862 195640 ISBN 978-3-86219-564-0 H an db oo k of B ra nd S em io tic s Ge or ge R os so la to s ( ed .) The Handbook of Brand Semiotics furnishes a compass for the perplexed, a set of anchors for the inquisitive and a solid corpus for scholars, while highlighting the conceptual richness and methodological diversity of semiotic perspectives. Written by a team of expert scholars in various semiotics and branding related fields, including John A. Bateman, David Machin, Xavier Ruiz Collantes, Kay L. O'Halloran, Dario Mangano, George Rossolatos, Mercè Oliva, Per Ledin, Gianfranco Marrone, Francesco Mangiapane, Jennie Mazur, Carlos Scolari, Ilaria Ventura, and edited by George Rossolatos, Chief Editor of the International Journal of Marketing Semiotics, the Handbook is intended as a point of reference for researchers who wish to enter the 'House of Brand Semiotics' and explore its marvels. The Handbook of Brand Semiotics, actively geared towards an inter-disciplinary dialogue between perspectives from the marketing and semiotics literatures, features the state-of-the-art, but also offers directions for future research in key streams.